Fresno Police Department
Assembly Bill 481: Military Equipment Inventory
Robots (Category 1)

ROBOTEX Scout & Throwbot 2

ROBOTEX Avatar III

Reference:
Fresno Police Department Military Equipment Inventory,
April 12, 2022, Page 1
Robots (Category 1)
EOD Small Unmanned Robot – Multi-function remote control ground robot

Reference:
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Robots (Category 1)
EOD Large Unmanned Robot – Multi-function remote control ground robot

Reference:
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Unmanned Ariel Vehicles (Category 1)

DJI MAVIC MINI

DJI ENTERPRISE/ADVANCED

DJI MAVIC AIR

DJI MAVIC PRO

Reference:
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Armored Personnel Carrier (Category 2 & 3)

Reference:
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MRAP Armored Personnel Carrier (Category 2)

Reference:
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FPD Mobile Command Center/Crisis Negotiation Team vehicle (Category 5)

Reference:
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SRT Van
(Category 5)

Reference:
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SWAT Command Vehicle (Category 5)

Reference:
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Breeching Apparatus (Category 7) Detonating Chord

Reference:
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Equipment Category 9
Patrol Rifle/ SWAT Rifles & Ammunition

Reference :
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Equipment Category 9
Patrol Rifle/ SWAT Rifles & Ammunition

Accuracy International
Sniper Rifle

Reference:
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Flashbangs
(Category 11)

Reference:
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Pepper Ball Launcher (Category 12)
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LMT 40mm Tactical Single Launcher
(Category 12)
Tipman Pepperball SX Launcher (Category 12)
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40mm Projectile Launch Platform (Category 14)

Reference:
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Remington 870 12-gauge shotgun dedicated Less-Lethal bean bag Munition (Category 14)
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Equipment Uncategorized: Mine Detector-Handheld Metal Detector (Category 15)
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